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Mouth Care
Remember to assist with mouth care, as needed. Often, this is easily forgotten. Cleaning the mouth 

helps prevent sores and may improve appetite.

Assemble Supplies:
• soft toothbrush or toothette
• towel
• toothpaste
• small bowl

General Principles:
When providing for mouth care, have the person sit up in an upright position, if possible.
• Place the towel under his or her chin;
• Brush teeth and gums gently with toothpaste;
• Try to remove all food particles and crusted materials;
• Avoid putting toothbrush too near the back of the person’s throat, as this may cause the 
 person to gag;
• Rinse the mouth out with cool water;
• If the person has dentures, remove and clean them. Cleaning after meals is also helpful. When   

 people lose weight, dentures may no longer fit properly. This may be caused by a change in the   
 shape of the jaw. Poorly fitting dentures may result in mouth sores. Some people choose to leave  
 dentures out and eat softer foods;

• If you notice mouth sores, tell the nurse. There are medications that can provide comfort;
• After completing mouth care, apply a moisturizer to the lips and the corners of the mouth to   

 prevent cracking.

Changing Linens
Clean sheets can be helpful to make an individual feel more comfortable. Change sheets whenever 

they’re dirty, wet, or sweaty. This might mean changing sheets anywhere from several times a day to once 
a week. This is easier if the person can get out of bed, but if that is too difficult, the following are brief 
instructions:

• Have the clean linens available and near before you begin;
• Untuck the top sheets;
• Move the person to one side of the bed. If the bed has a side rail put it up. Roll the person onto   

 their side facing the side rail. Be careful the person doesn’t slip off the side;
• Loosen the bottom sheets along the other side of the bed and roll them up along the person’s   

 back;
• Position the clean bottom sheet on the open side of the bed and tuck it in;
• Fold the remainder of the clean sheet and roll it close to the dirty sheet;
• Help the person roll over both sheets to the area of the clean sheets;
• Pull away the dirty sheets carefully and tuck the clean ones into the bed;
• Change the pillowcases;
• Help the person back into the middle of the bed and a location of comfort;
• Replace the top sheets and cover.
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Increased Activity Level
• walking
• recreation/social activity
• exercise

Environmental Changes
• noise reduction
• adjust lighting
• mobility aid (cane, wheelchair)
• change of location
• use electronic bells/signals
• use baby monitors
• make home safe (clear pathways, 
 remove loose rugs, lower water temperature)
• soft, familiar music
• personal space (with familiar objects)
• special furniture
• in supervised area (not left alone)
• confine to a safety-proofed area

Psychosocial Stimulation
• one to one attention
• reality orientation
• something to hold (give sense of security)
• relaxation techniques (massage, warm bath, touch)

Guidelines for Use of Restraints
Restraints should only be used when there are no other means available to prevent physical or 

psychological harm to the person or another person. Always check with hospice staff or the doctor for specific 
instructions concerning when and how to use restraints.

Home Safety Recommendations
A safe home is important to make the day-to-day activities go smoothly. The phone should be in 

working order and within reach. A list of key people with phone numbers: MD, Hospice, Pharmacy, and 
family are helpful to have nearby.

Fire Safety: Install working smoke/heat alarms, have fire extinguisher available, avoid smoking in 
bed and call for help if you smell gas or other burning odors. Prepare a fire escape plan. Practice your 
escape plan at least twice a year.

Electrical: Do not overload the circuits. Do not use frayed cords or faulty switches. Do not stretch 
cords across pathways.

Environmental: Remove throw rugs or secure them to the floor, and keep exits/entrances free from 
clutter. Maintain adequate lighting. Wear shoes that will not slip. Use non-skid mats. Set hot water heater 
below 120°. Keep firearms locked and safe. Restrain pets when guests are coming. Never use or clean 
equipment without instructions. Clear walking areas by removing obstacles and cords from pathway.

“What lies behind us and 
what lies before us 

are tiny matters compared to 

what lies within us.”               
—Ralph Waldo Emerson
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• To turn, continue to counterbalance with your weight and maintain a wide-based stance. Pivot   
 on your feet, slowly turning your whole body, not twisting your trunk;

• Gently lower the person into the chair by bending your knees.

Providing a Bath While in Bed
Bathing a person provides for more than cleanliness. Baths encourage exercise, stimulate circulation, 

prevent pressure sores, promote relaxation, and give you an opportunity to look at the skin for open areas.

Assemble Supplies:
• towels
• washcloth
• clean clothes
• soap (oatmeal soap can help with itching)
• basin
• lotion (containing lanolin)

General Principles:
• When giving a bath, encourage independence when possible;
• Give pain medications one hour before bathing, if movement is painful;
• Provide privacy and prevent drafts;
• Suggest toileting before beginning;
• Adjust the bed to a comfortable position;
• Bathe only a small area at a time to avoid chills;
• Dry the person as you bathe;
• Change the water frequently when it is dirty, soapy, or cool;
• If the person is unable to tolerate a full bath, offer to wash the face, hands, back and perineal   

 area only;
• Avoid powders. Cornstarch is a good substitute for powder and can be lightly sprinkled 
 on linen.

Process for Bathing:
• Fill basin two-thirds full with warm water;
• Wash one area at a time, starting with the face;
• Wash the eyes from the inner to the outer corner using water only; rinse the cloth after each eye;
• Wash and rinse the face, neck, and ears;
• Work from the head down, washing with long, circular motions, washing, rinsing, and drying   

 thoroughly;
• The person may want to clean the perineal area themselves, but if they are unable to— for   

 females, separate the labia with one hand and cleanse the area with downward strokes. For   
 males, clean the penis with circular motions. Pull back the foreskin of the uncircumcised male to  
 clean this area. Wipe from front to back, changing location with each wipe. Daily washing of this  
 area and after  toileting is important to prevent infection and skin breakdown. There are skin-  
 protecting lotions that can be applied;

• Roll the person to the side;
• Wash, rinse, and dry the backside;
• Wash feet. Sometimes it’s comforting to place feet in a basin of water;
• Apply deodorant, lotion and put on clean clothes, gown, or pajamas.
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Patient and Family Rights in Hospice Care
Every hospice organization recognizes the critical role of patient/family rights and responsibilities. 

Although each program will express these differently, the following is an example of what you can and 
should expect. If you have any questions or concerns, be sure to refer to your provider’s own statement of 
patient/family rights and responsibilities.

FHN Hospice
Patient and Family Bill of Rights

As a patient/family of FHN Hospice I have the right to:

1. Be treated with respect, dignity and compassion. To express my feelings and emotions about my  
 approaching death in my own way.

2. Be assured of confidentiality of personal and medical records as well as privacy in treatment and  
 care of your personal needs including who has access to your record, restriction of use and   
 disclosure of health information.

3. Receive necessary information including risks, benefits, costs and alternatives in order to give   
 information consent for treatment or refuse treatment and participate in development and   
 revisions in plan of care and to have family caregivers involved in the plan of my original and   
 provision of care.

4. Receive appropriate assessment and management of pain.
5. Have the intent of an Advance Directive (such as a Living Will or Power of Attorney for Health   

 Care) honored by Hospice and/or to receive information and assistance in completing an 
 Advance Directive.
6. Know the identity and role of those involved in your care as well as information about other   

 organizations with whom Hospice collaborates to provide health care.
7. Register a complaint about your care without being threatened, restrained or discriminated   

 against in any way.
8. To have property treated with respect. Every consideration of my privacy with regard to medical,  

 person, and family matters.
9. Talk in confidence with health care providers and to have your health care information 
 protected. You also have the right to obtain and review a copy of your own medical record and   

 formally request that your physician amend your record if it is not accurate, relevant or 
 complete.

10. A safe and secure healthcare environment. In the event of a medical or healthcare error, you   
 have the right to an explanation and thorough investigation.

 If, for any reason, you are dissatisfied:

• You are encouraged to first discuss your concerns directly with the person(s) providing your care.
• If this does not resolve your concern, you may use the program’s grievance procedure, which   

 usually means getting in touch with the team manager or program director.
• You have the right to pursue your concerns without fear of reprisal. Your provider’s goal is to   

 meet your expectations for service and quality. Your comments and concerns will be viewed as   
 an opportunity to improve their services. If you are receiving hospice care at home, you have the  
 right to pursue a complaint by telephoning the home care hotline in your state.
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Use of “Pull/Roll Sheet”
A folded sheet (“pull/roll sheet”) placed under the body (neck to buttocks) can be used to move the 

patient around in the bed. It assists to maintain the body alignment during movement.

• Always support head if person is unable to;
• Two people can move a person up in the bed by rolling the sides of the sheet up and close to the  

 person’s hips and together moving the person up in bed;
• One person can use sheet to move a person over to one side of the bed and/or to roll them on   

 their side.

Other Hints in Adjusting Position
• When moving the patient to the near side of the bed, begin with the head then the shoulders,   

 trunk, legs, and feet;
• When moving from side to side, it can be helpful to bend and flex the knee. This helps the   

 rotation of the hip; the body will follow;
• When the person is in the new position, support the arms and legs with pillows or rolled up   

 towels, especially when the person is in a side-lying position;
• If the person is unable to communicate, imagine yourself in that position. Check that the person   

 is not lying on the shoulder and/or arm;
• Rearrange pillows. Pillows can be placed for support under the person’s head, between the   

 knees, or under hands or arms;
• Keep skin clean and dry. Keep linen and clothing dry and wrinkle free;
• Reddened areas or opened areas of skin need to be checked by the nurse;
• Apply lotion and massage the skin to assist in increasing the circulation and general comfort.

Transferring (Moving from One Place to Another)
Plan ahead what you are going to do and the easiest way to do it.

When moving someone from bed to a chair:
• Place the bed in a low position;
• Always assist patient to their strong side if they have one;
• Always lock/secure the bed, the wheelchair, and/or chair to prevent movement. Place the chair   

 close to the bed, equalizing heights as much as possible;
• If moving from the bed to chair, put the bed in its lowest position with the head raised to a   

 sitting  position, if possible;
• Stand in front of the person being transferred;
• Stand with your feet apart. This position broadens your base support, improving your balance   

 and control when moving;
• Help the person to a sitting position;
• Give the person time in a sitting position to be sure that any dizziness subsides before attempting  

 to get them up;
• Absorb the strain with your knees and legs, not your back. Keep your back straight;
• Flex your hips slightly;
• Stand in front of the person and put your arms around their body, placing your hands on their   

 ribs in back;
• Instruct the person to place their hands on your shoulders, not around your neck;
• Make sure the person who is being moved has his or her feet on the ground;
• Using your weight to balance, and keeping your knees slightly bent, gently rock the person into   

 a standing position;
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Patient and Family Responsibilities

1. Your hospice provider asks that you keep your care providers informed of changes in your health and  
 other caregiving needs.

2. You must provide accurate insurance and financial information, and any changes in them that may   
occur while receiving services.

3. You will need to sign the appropriate forms for insurance billing.
4. You are asked to participate in planning and guiding your own care, consistent with your abilities and  

personal values, which assists in developing and maintaining a safe home environment.
5. Please treat staff with the same respect and dignity shown to you.
6. You will be responsible for maintaining medical supervision as required for your home health plan   

and treatment. The primary caregiver will assume the responsibility to provide for the care of the   
patient. Hospice cannot provide a 24-hour caregiver.

Conversations Near The End of Life
Thinking and Talking About Death Isn’t Easy

What does it mean to be ready for the end of life? What is the spiritual reality of death? Many of us 
don’t even want to think about such questions. However, those who know that life’s end is drawing near 
often begin reflecting on the experience of dying—or of having a loved one die. If you, or someone close to 
you, are in this position, it can seem a lonely, difficult task. But it doesn’t have to be.

Questions About Living
When there is only a short time left in life, there are often choices to make in order to use one’s re-

maining time well.

• What do you still want to accomplish?
• What do you need to do to get your affairs in order?
• Who are the people you want to spend time with?
• Are there letters you want to write, conversations you’d like to have, and matters you need 
 to resolve?
• What will bring you pleasure to this part of your life?

It is good and healthy to think about these questions, and to talk about them with family and friends. 
Those who know they are going to die soon often have a very high quality of life for the very reason that 
they are free to focus their energy on what is really important.

Questions About Dying

Death is a mysterious journey for all of us. It makes sense to have questions about the process and 
what it means. Such questions may include:

• What do I believe about what happens to a person during and after death?
• Are there ways to prepare spiritually for dying?
• What will make me less sad or afraid?
• How do I sum up my life, make peace with who I have been and who I am?
• What kind of funeral, memorial service, or other remembrance do I want after my death?
• Who do I want with me when I die?

These questions and others like them can be painful, but they can also bring great joy and a sense of 
inner peace. Each of us is different, of course. But many who are experiencing a terminal illness need and 
welcome persons who do not close off such conversations, but instead, encourage them, listen support-
ively, and offer to share their own ideas and life experience, when that is helpful.
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Information And Skills For Caregivers
Rule No. 1:  Don’t Forget to Take Good Care of Yourself

Taking Good Care of Yourself
Caregivers also need to receive care. Your emotional and physical well-being are very important and 

often difficult to maintain. Small things you do for yourself can make a big difference. It is important that 
those in the role of caregiver care for themselves. This will allow the best care to be provided to your loved 
one.

Some suggestions are:
• Accept help
Friends, family, hospice volunteers, and hired assistants can be a great source of support. Accepting 

this help is a good way to involve those people, as well as a way to take a necessary break yourself. In ac-
cepting help, it is best if you can be specific about your needs. Ask someone to run errands, do yard work, 
bring food, sit with the patient while you go for a walk or take a nap.

• Take time for yourself
A few quiet moments can be renewing. A walk with a friend can help you reestablish your perspective. A 
bath, while someone else cares for the patient, can ease the aches of body and soul. It is important to make 
time for yourself and identify pleasurable activities as a part of the care giving routine. Try to set a goal of 
at least one outing per week. This kind of personal time allows you to focus on other 
aspects of life.

• Pay attention to your own physical needs
You may become so busy being a caregiver that you forget about your own needs. Eating, sleeping, 

and exercising can make a big difference in your outlook. Healthy frozen dinners, meals prepared by a 
friend, a nap to offset missed sleep, and/or a short walk around the block can really help.

• Practice relaxation techniques
Pause for five minutes and breathe deeply. Count breaths or focus on pleasant images while sitting in 

a relaxed state in a quiet place. Try this especially when someone else is providing the patient’s care (like 
when a hospice team member stops by). Don’t forget that laughter and keeping your sense of humor are 
important, too.

Care for Someone in Bed
As people become weaker, they stay in bed and/or chairs longer. Changing position is important. Of-

ten, as people become weaker they do not move easily on their own. Moving and changing positions can 
ease some of the discomfort that may occur. Changing positions every 2-4 hours prevents pressure sores 
and stiffness. The changes can be only a small amount and yet relieve the pressure. Ask the nurse about 
using an egg crate and/or air mattress.

When caring for someone in bed, the following can be helpful to simplify the process:
• Explain what you are doing. The more someone knows what you are doing, the more they can   

 cooperate and let you know how they would like to be turned;
• Provide pain medication prior to movement, if uncomfortable;
• Two people can move someone easier than one;
• Keep any tubing free from being blocked off or pulled on.

Body Mechanics (Back Safety)
• Avoid twisting your back or trunk; use your legs and feet to turn in place;
• Lift with your legs, not your back;
• Bend or flex knees; use legs and stomach muscles.
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Who Can Help?
Over the past twenty years, our culture has become more aware of dying as a “normal” stage of life. 

We now have persons available with special training to help those at the end of life ask the questions and 
find the answers that will make a difference.

Priests, ministers, rabbis, and other leaders of spiritual communities: These people can be a significant 
resource for persons in their community nearing the end of life, and for their loved ones. Every religious 
and philosophical community has its own beliefs around death and dying. To talk with someone who can 
both sensitively listen and also articulate a particular faith position can be a real gift. Many religious lead-
ers are happy to extend themselves, even to those who are not officially a part of their church, synagogue, 
or organization. Don’t be afraid to ask.

Chaplains and Pastoral Care Counselors: For those in hospitals, hospice programs, and other care set-
tings, a chaplain or pastoral care professional or volunteer is often available. They are trained to be helpful 
to people across a wide spectrum of spiritual beliefs. Chaplains are available to both patients and families. 
Their experience and involvement can provide comfort and support, as well as concrete help, for those fac-
ing end-of-life questions. Often, their role is as important in emotional and social issues as it is in spiritual 
issues.

Private therapists: Especially when a person or family faces thorny issues—such as unresolved fam-
ily conflicts—a private counselor or therapist can help. In finding a therapist, you can ask persons you 
know for referrals. It’s usually a good idea to have a “get acquainted” phone conversation with the thera-
pist you are considering to make sure he/she is someone you would be comfortable with.

Support groups: Sometimes, it helps to talk with others who are in the same position as you are. You 
can share insights, find humor where others may not, support one another. Your local hospital or hospice 
program probably keeps a list of support groups available in your community.

Friends and family: Family and friends probably do not have special training. They may not even 
have previous experience being with one who is dying. But if they are willing to get over any discomfort 
they have addressing the spiritual issues of death and dying, they can be the very best resource available.

How To Be A Friend To One Who Is Dying
• Let the person decide what you will talk about and when. Let them know you are open to any   

 conversation they’d like to have.
• If your friend wants to engage you in a discussion about spiritual beliefs concerning life and   

 death, be honest about expressing your feelings and beliefs. However, do not challenge or dis  
 courage the expressed feelings or beliefs of the dying person. We all have the right to chart our   
 own spiritual journey!

• If you cannot be present in person, call or write letters. Those at the end of life need to know you  
 are thinking of them.

• Don’t be afraid to laugh, or to cry. Real emotion can bring healing and peace.
• Sometimes, when a person is too tired to talk, he or she will still appreciate having someone sit   

 quietly in the room. Often, touching—for example, holding hands—becomes an important   
 means of communicating what you’re feeling.

• Cards, flowers, or small gifts help the receiver to remember your visit after you are gone.
• Before you visit, check to see what length of visit is appropriate.
• Often doing something fun together is as helpful as a serious conversation.
• Be willing to change your plans or your topic of conversation based on how your friend is feeling  

 at the moment. Be flexible.
• Let those you love know what you treasure about them, why they are important to you, and   

 what memories you especially cherish.
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When our bodies are able to heal, we need proper nutrition to regain strength. However, when our 
bodies are not able to heal (often the last weeks of life) food can become an unnecessary burden and a 
source of discomfort. A decreased appetite can create anxiety and tension for both the patient and caregiv-
er. Attempting to force oneself to eat may drain precious energy and lead to nausea and vomiting at a time 
when the body is saying “no” to food or fluids. Loss of appetite and diminished fluid intake is a part of 
normal dying. As a caregiver, providing nourishment to the patient may feel like “the only thing left I can 
do.” Speaking with the hospice nurses, and sharing your feelings with the patient, may help you through 
this uncomfortable issue.

Skin Problems
Superficial skin sores, pressure sores or bed sores affect some people. They are caused primarily by a 

decrease in skin health and extended time in bed or a chair. Prevention is the best cure for skin 
problems.

Here are a few tips on how to avoid bed sores:
• Change positions in bed by turning from side to side every four hours;
• If able, get out of bed and sit in a chair;
• Gently rub the skin with lotion to increase circulation;
• Keep skin clean and dry;
• Change soiled or wet linens and clothing as needed to keep patient dry;
• Clean the skin regularly of any drainage, blood or urine;
• Use pillows to support the leg and back when lying on your side;
• Use a special mattress on the bed, such as an egg crate foam pad, sheepskin, or air mattress;
• Apply protective pads to bony areas like the heels, elbows, and tailbone as recommended by   

 your nurse.

The hospice team may have other suggestions depending on your situation. If you notice any red-
ness, sores or bruises on the patient, communicate this to your nurse.

Emotional Withdrawal
It is common for the terminally ill to begin withdrawal from their familiar activities, such as work, 

hobbies, relationships, and so on. The need to communicate with others may be lost. Words may lose their 
importance. Touch and silently being with the patient may become more meaningful. Withdrawal is often 
used by patients to conserve energy and for self-reflection. Life review may become an important task. 
The hospice staff is available to assist in this life review process with patients, friends, and families. You 
should discuss with hospice staff your questions and concerns about signs of your loved one’s emotional 
withdrawal.

Disorientation/Symbolic Language
One or two weeks prior to death, the patient may begin to sleep most of the time. It becomes difficult 

for the patient to keep their eyes open. They may become disoriented to time and place. Patients often 
become confused, talk or gesture to people who are not present or those who have already died. They may 
speak in what is often referred to as Symbolic Language. 

This may include statements like “I’ve got to pack for my trip,” or “I’ve got to cross the bridge now.” These 
activities are normal and can be reassuring and calming for the patient.

If you have questions or concerns, speak with the hospice staff.
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The end of life can contain some of its richest moments and its greatest personal growth. It is not 
something to fear, but rather a time to be lived with heightened awareness and sensitivity.

Preparing for Approaching Death
When a person enters the final stage of the dying process, two different dynamics are at work which 

are closely related and interdependent. On the physical plane, the body begins the final process of shut-
ting down, which will end when all the physical systems cease to function.

Usually, this is an orderly and undramatic, progressive series of physical changes which are not med-
ical emergencies requiring anything other than comfort measures. These physical changes are the natural 
way the body prepares itself for death. You can aid in this process by enhancing the patient’s comfort.

The other dynamic at work is the spiritual and emotional process patients go through at the end of 
their lives. They begin to release themselves from a lifetime of attachments and often feel moved to resolve 
unfinished business. This may include tying up loose ends in their relationships or looking for permission 
to die from their family members. Patients sometimes linger on in their dying process when important 
issues remain unresolved. Dying cannot be rushed. The person will continue to live until the body has 
physically shutdown. Working through these emotional and spiritual events, which simultaneously occur 
with the deterioration of the body, is the normal and natural way a person prepares to die.

Family members can help this process along by following the patient’s lead. If he or she wants to 
communicate with you, be ready to do so. Maintain an affectionate heart for whatever way the patient 
wants to work. For instance, it may be more beneficial to surround the patient with pictures of whatever 
religious figures he or she requests, rather than of family photos. This can aid the patient in his or her 
transition out of this world into the next. This is not the time to attempt to change your loved one, but the 
time to offer full acceptance, support and comfort.

The physical signs of impending death which follow are offered to help you understand the natural 
way this event occurs and what you can do to help. Not all these signs and symptoms will occur with 
every person. Although you may be prepared for the death process, you may not yet be prepared for the 
actual moment of death. It may be helpful for you and your family to think about and discuss what you 
will do when the moment occurs. The death of a hospice patient is not an emergency as we usually define 
it. There is no rush.  Nothing must be done immediately.

The signs of death include such things as: no breathing, no heartbeat, release of bowel and bladder, 
eyelids slightly open, pupils enlarged, eyes fixed on a certain spot, no blinking, mouth slightly open. A 
hospice nurse will come to assist you if needed or desired. If not, telephone support is available.

The members of the hospice team can educate you on this process. Use them as a resource. The mem-
bers of the hospice team thank you for the privilege of assisting you with the care of your loved one. They 
salute all you have done to bring comfort and peace to your loved one during these challenging days. The 
memories hospice staff have of their patients and families are a rich source of satisfaction and inspiration.

Physical Signs of Approaching Death and Appropriate Responses
COOLNESS: The person’s hands, arms, feet and legs, may be increasingly cool to the touch and at 

the same time the color of the skin may change. The underside of the body may become darker and the 
skin become mottled. This is a normal indication that the circulation of blood is decreasing to the body’s 
extremities and being reserved for the most vital organs. Keep the person warm with a blanket, but do not 
use an electric blanket.
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